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Summary: We present results of contemporary coastal sea level changes along the coasts of western Africa and Mediterranean Sea, obtained from a dedicated reprocessing of satellite
altimetry data done in the context of the ESA ‘Climate Change Initiative’ sea level project. High sampling rate (20-Hz) sea level data from the Jason-1 and Jason-2 missions over a 14year-long time span (July 2002 to June 2016) are considered. The data were retracked using the ALES ‘Adaptative Leading Edge Sub waveform’ retracker and combined with the XTRACK processing system developed at LEGOS. We estimated sea level trends along the Jason-1 & 2 tracks covering the study regions and examined how the trends behave as the
distance to coast decreases. This new data set provides valid sea level time series very close to land (in many instances, at distances < 1-2 km) from which robust trends can be
estimated. Interestingly, coastal trends either increase or decrease in the last few km to coast and differ significantly fro m off shore trends. In some cases, the observed trends are
suggestive of wave forcing along the surf zone. Interpretation of the results in terms of coastal processes is underway.
Method:
1. Reprocessing of Jason-1 & Jason-2 altimetry data by combining the ‘ALES’ (Adaptative Leading Edge Subwaveform) retracking of radar waveforms (Passaro et al., 2018) with
improved XTRACK geophysical corrections (Birol et al., 2017); 2. Use of 20-Hz along-track reprocessed data; 3. Computation of sea level trends from open ocean to coast
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Conclusions:
(1) Combining ALES and XTRACK 20-Hz sea level
products allows retrieving valid data very close to
the coast. In the Western African region, robust sea
level trends can be estimated within 1-2 km to the
coast for 56% of the studied cases. Results are also
good in the Mediterranean Sea where robust sea
level trend values at distances within 1-2 km from
land can be estimated for 40% of the studied coastal
sites.
(2) In several instances, sea level trends significantly
increase towards the coast. Some specific trend
behaviors close to the coast are suggestive of wave
trend driving (ongoing work).
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